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Abstract1

The sustainability of marine communities is critical for supporting many biophysical processes that2

provide ecosystem services that promote human well-being. It is expected that anthropogenic dis-3

turbances such as climate change and human activities will tend to create less energetically-efficient4

ecosystems that support less biomass per unit energy flow. It is debated, however, whether this ex-5

pected development should translate into bottom-heavy communities (with small basal species being6

the most abundant and large apex predators the least abundant) or top-heavy communities (where7

more biomass is supported at higher trophic levels with species having larger body sizes). Here, we8

combine ecological theory and empirical data to demonstrate that protection from harvesting promotes9

top-heavy energetically-efficient structures in marine communities. First, we use metabolic scaling the-10

ory to show that protected communities are expected to display stronger top-heavy structures than11

harvested communities. Similarly, we show theoretically that communities with high energy transfer12

efficiency display stronger top-heavy structures than communities with low transfer efficiency. Next,13

we use, as a natural experiment, the structures observed within fully protected marine areas compared14

to harvested areas across 299 geographical sites worldwide that vary in stress from thermal events and15

adjacent human activity. Using a nonparametric causal-inference analysis, we find a strong, positive,16

causal effect between protection from harvesting and top-heavy structures. Our work corroborates17

ecological theory on community development and provides a framework for additional research into18

the restorative effects of protected areas.19
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Introduction20

Human activities and environmental change are accelerating rates of biodiversity loss from ecosystems21

worldwide (1–3). Through impacts on the distributions, abundances, and body sizes of organisms,22

anthropogenic stressors such as climate change and harvesting fundamentally alter community com-23

position (2, 4, 5). Loss of coral, for example, which occurs because of thermal stress as well as land-24

and ocean-based human activities (6), can lead to cascading effects on entire reef-associated commu-25

nities (7). Yet functional coral reefs and marine ecosystems generally are critical for maintaining the26

biophysical processes that support fisheries and other ecosystem services that contribute to human27

well-being (8–10).28

It is hypothesized that less-disturbed communities will tend to develop more energetically-efficient29

systems (i.e., support more biomass per unit energy flow) (11, 12) based on the Energetic Equivalence30

Hypothesis (13) (the total energy flow through a population tends to be constant) and Metabolic31

Scaling Theory (14) (building on predator-prey mass ratios and transfer efficiencies (15)). In turn,32

distributions of species biomass within ecosystems should vary as a function of body size—commonly33

referred as differences in community structure (16–18). Body size is considered a “master trait” that34

scales with organisms’ physiology, regulating metabolic requirements (19), constraining feeding range35

(20), and shaping the trophic position of species in marine food webs due to energy transfers (21).36

It is debated, however, whether less disturbed systems should translate into bottom-heavy structures37

(small basal species are the most abundant and large apex predators the least abundant) or top-heavy38

structures (more biomass can be supported at higher trophic levels with species having larger body39

size) (17, 22–25). Debates continue about these hypotheses because of the lack of feasible interventions40

that can be done to test theoretical predictions in marine communities. For example, deviations of41

community structures in marine communities from theoretical expectations have been explained by42

processes including (23, 24) complex predatory behavior (e.g., large predators feed on lower trophic43

levels or have wider diet width (17)), foraging of mobile consumers for energy subsidies provided by fish44

spawning grounds (22, 26, 27), increased rates of trophic energy flux due to warming (14), decreased45

body size due to higher temperatures (28), and noise in local sampling (29). Yet, understanding the46

link between disturbance, efficiency, and structure is essential for determining the factors regulating47

the dynamics and sustainability of marine communities.48

To address the debate between bottom- and top-heavy ecosystems, we need well-defined experiments49

that eliminate all sources of bias using randomized controlled trials and test the effectiveness of a50

given intervention (30). Indeed, while observational data are designed to predict likely mechanisms51

or processes, they cannot establish cause-effect relationships, only associations (30, 31). That is,52

following Reichenbach’s principle (32), if two variables are statistically related, then there exists a53
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third variable or context that causally influences both (known as a confounding effect). In this line,54

causal inference tools, such as path analysis or structural equation modeling (31), have been developed55

to obtain information about causes from observations. While extremely useful, these tools assume56

linearity or monotonicity in all the relationships, but many times this can be difficult to prove (30, 33).57

Nevertheless, new advancements in nonparametric, causal, inference analysis do not require linearity58

assumptions and allow us to investigate the nature and extent to which a likely cause can affect the59

probability that a given effect happens (30). In particular, efforts focus on inferring genuine causal60

effects, where the cause-effect relationship between two variables holds under every context denoting61

the highest level of causal inference (30, 34).62

As it is unfeasible to perform large-scale and controlled experiments of disturbance in marine commu-63

nities, marine protected areas (MPAs) present a unique natural experiment and observational data64

to infer the causal relationship between protection from harvesting (less disturbance) and community65

structure in conjunction with differing levels of thermal stress and human activity. First, we use66

metabolic scaling theory (14) to establish theoretical predictions about the cause-effect relationship67

between harvesting (or protection from harvesting) and structure of marine communities. Next, we use68

the community structures observed within fully protected marine areas compared to harvested areas69

across 299 geographical sites worldwide, comprising population data from 1,479 non-benthic marine70

species. Because no two communities are subject to the same internal (17, 27) (e.g., interspecific71

effects) and external conditions (35) (e.g., thermal stress), we follow a nonparametric causal-inference72

analysis (30, 34) to test the existence of a genuine causal relationship between protection from harvest-73

ing and top-heavy structures under the context of anthropogenic effects and climate change. Finally,74

we discuss the implications of our results for the protection of marine communities and future avenues75

of research.76

Results77

Theoretical Analysis78

To establish our theoretical predictions, we start by studying how changes in transfer efficiency (TE)79

across trophic levels affect the structure of marine communities. Specifically, we conduct a synthetic80

analysis based on metabolic scaling (14). Following Ref. (16), we assume that size-based predation81

is responsible for the pathways of energy transfer in food webs from basal to higher trophic levels82

(see Methods for details). First, we randomly generate food web matrices based on the general niche83

model (36). Second, using scaling relationships (37), for each community, we calculate average body84

sizes for each species i as Mi = PPMR
(T Pi−1+ϵ)
i , where TPi corresponds to trophic position, PPMRi85

is the predator-prey body-mass ratio, and a small random noise ϵ. The PPMR increases with trophic86
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position based on empirical observations (22, 38), so that the maximum predator-prey mass ratio for87

large consumers ranges around 103 −104 in each community (Fig. 1A). Third, following Refs. (17, 38),88

we determine the transfer efficiency of each species i based on its body size as TEi = sT E ·M−0.07
i and89

community transfer efficiency (TEc) as the average of TEi. Lastly, following Ref. (14), we assume90

that biomass is a function of average body size in the form Bi = Mki
i , where ki the size-spectra scaling91

factor (community structure) defined as ki = 0.25 + log(TEi)/log(PPMRi). The community scaling92

coefficient (kc) is calculated as the slope of the linear regression between log biomasses (Bi) and body93

sizes (Mi).94

To theoretically investigate the potential effect of protection from harvesting on community structure,95

we simulate a size-selective harvest of large fish species (25) (see Methods for details). This selection96

effectively distorts body size distributions by decreasing the average body size of the harvested species97

(Fig. 1B). After calculating the harvested biomasses, the harvested community scaling coefficient kh
c is98

given as the slope of least square regression between log harvested biomasses (Bh
i ) and log harvested99

mean body sizes (Mh
i ). Figure 1C shows that the mean and variance of kc (protected communities) are100

higher than kh (harvested communities). Notably, these differences become more pronounced when the101

communities are characterized by higher community transfer efficiencies TEc (see also supplementary102

Fig. S3). These theoretical results reveal that protected communities are expected to develop more103

energetically-efficient top-heavy structures, as developmental hypotheses suggest (11, 12).104

Empirical Analysis105

To conduct our nonparametric causal inference analysis, we use observational data from marine reef-106

fish communities. These data comprise more than 1,500 fish species observations together with spa-107

tial, temporal, and climatic variables across 299 sampling sites worldwide from the Reef Life Survey108

database (39) (Fig. 2, Methods). For each sampling location, we compile data on whether the reef is109

within 10 km of a fully protected area (IUCN Category Ia: Strict Nature Reserve) as well as external110

conditions, including: whether it is associated with a coral reef within a 10-km radius, human pop-111

ulation density (people per km2) within 25 km radius, as a proxy for human activity (40), and how112

frequently it experienced thermal stress anomalies (TSA) (41), as a measure of one climate-driven113

impact.114

Community structure is traditionally measured by the power law exponent (k) between body sizes and115

abundances (or biomasses) of species or trophic groups (17). We calculate the empirical community116

scaling exponent ke
c as the slope of the least squares regression between log average body sizes and log117

biomasses of species for each community. The higher the values of ke
c , the stronger a community is118

characterized by a top-heavy structure. Because the theoretical power-law exponent is constrained to119

be k < 0 unless predators are on average smaller than their prey (17, 22), we reduce the empirically120
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estimated ke
c by 1 to make theoretical and empirical results comparable.121

We follow Ref. (30) to investigate the existence of a genuine causal relationship between protection122

from harvesting (measured as MPAs) on the structure of fish communities (measured by k). The123

necessary condition for the existence of a genuine causal relationship is the fulfilment of a statistical124

three-step criterion (see Methods for details). Once fulfilled, the genuine causal effect of X on Y125

can then be quantified as the average causal effect (ACEXY : ∂
∂xE[Y|do(X=x)]) following the rules of126

do-calculus (30, 42) (see Methods for details). These rules allow us to translate (whenever possible)127

interventional conditional distributions P (Y = y|do(X = x)) into observational conditional distribu-128

tions P (Y = y|X = x). To both standardize and simplify our analysis, we transform all quantitative129

variables into binary variables based on the median values. That is, values above the median are trans-130

lated as V = 1, otherwise V = 0. Note that other variables are already binary by construction, such131

as the presence of protected areas and coral reefs. Formally, this binarization simplifies the analysis132

into ACEXY = P (Y = 1|do(X = 1)) − P (Y = 1|do(X = 0)).133

Table 1 shows all six possible combinations under which it is possible to satisfy the three-step criterion134

necessary for inferring a genuine effect between protection from harvesting and community structure.135

Note that the greater the number of combinations, the stronger the support for a genuine effect136

(30, 42). Thus, following the relationships in Table 1 and the rules of do-calculus (30), the ACE137

between protection from harvesting (MPAs) and structure (ke
c) can be computed simply using the138

observational probabilities ACE = P (k = 1|Protection = 1) − P (k = 1|Protection = 0). Recall that139

we transform all variables into binary values (1: above median, 0: below median) and higher values140

of ke
c represent stronger top-heavy structures. Specifically, we find that fully protected areas directly141

increase by 43% (ACE = 0.431) the probability of observing fish communities with higher-than-142

average top-heavy structures. Indeed, Fig. 3 confirms that protected areas display stronger top-heavy143

structures than harvested areas across any combination of the external variables (Table 1) required to144

fulfil the three-step criterion for a genuine causal relationship.145

Discussion146

Our findings suggest that full marine protection (MPAs under IUCN Category Ia) regulates the struc-147

ture of marine communities. Specifically, we have shown that protection against fishing in no-take148

MPAs directly increases by 43% the probability that fish communities display a stronger top-heavy149

structure, relative to limits imposed by the environmental context, and thus supporting more biomass150

per unit of energy flow. Moreover, we show that top-heavy community structures in marine ecosys-151

tems are theoretically possible following the assumptions established by the Energetic Equivalence152

Hypothesis and Metabolic Scaling Theory (13, 14). That is, the higher the transfer efficiency in153
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marine communities, the stronger the magnitude and variation of top-heavy structures. By theoret-154

ically mimicking size-selective harvesting, we have also shown that harvested communities tend to155

develop more bottom-heavy structures compared to the unharvested state—consistent with empirical156

observations (25). Using fully protected areas as a natural experiment, we have corroborated the exis-157

tence of a positive genuine cause-effect relationship between protection from harvesting and top-heavy158

structures. The close match between our theoretical predictions and empirical findings supports the159

hypothesis that less disturbed ecosystems tend to be more energetically efficient (11, 12).160

Our theoretical model based on metabolic scaling relationships provides qualitative predictions re-161

garding the shape of community structure, in terms of biomass distribution across body sizes and162

its association with energy transfer efficiency. The shape of community structure carries informa-163

tion about ecological processes that potentially allow us to predict future community responses to164

disturbance and other types of environmental changes. While we were not able to calculate the en-165

ergy efficiency in empirical communities directly, the similarity of our theoretical results to observed166

structural patterns strongly suggests that protected communities exhibit more energetically efficient167

structures compared to harvested communities. Yet, the link between community structure and en-168

ergy transfer efficiency in empirical settings should be further investigated. Indeed, multiple processes169

can impact the efficiency of energy transfer in marine communities, such as different temperature sen-170

sitivity of metabolism across trophic levels, resource availability, and quality or non-predatory fluxes171

of organic material (43). In fact, it is estimated that transfer efficiency varies widely between 1—52%172

across different regional and environmental contexts (43). Our results point towards a large impact of173

transfer efficiency on community structure and composition, highlighting an important dynamic that174

has been understudied (44).175

In our theoretical analysis, we perturbed the biomasses and body size distributions, assuming size-176

selective harvesting as the only source of disturbance. This selection consequently reduces predator-177

prey body size ratios and the transfer efficiencies of the harvested species. Predator-prey mass ratio178

plays an important role in food web stability (45) and, together with transfer efficiency, determines179

the shape of community structure. However, other mechanisms such as spatial energy subsidies (22)180

or changes in predator-prey structure can also be responsible for reshaping community structure.181

For example, it has been shown that the presence of both large generalist predators and gigantic182

secondary consumers that feed much lower in the trophic web than predicted by size alone can lead to183

top-heavy structures (17). Therefore, more detailed information about predator-prey interactions is184

needed to separate the different cause-effect relationships among species richness, species interactions,185

and community structure (46).186

As human density and cumulative impacts in coastal areas increases (47, 48), and thermal stress187

anomalies become more frequent due to climate change (4, 49), it becomes increasingly important188
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to sustain the function of marine communities (50). While we have not studied the recovery of189

communities to a specific restoration baseline (which remains highly debated (51)), our results do point190

towards a strong, positive, genuine effect of protection from harvesting and the structure and efficiency191

of fish communities. Therefore, we believe that our theoretical and nonparametric methodologies can192

be used as a quantitative framework to study and guide experimental work focused on measuring the193

effect of potential interventions on relevant reference states of ecological communities in general.194

Methods195

Data. We analyzed 479 sampled communities from 299 sites (Fig. 2) from the Reef Life Survey196

database (39) comprising population data from more than 1,500 non-benthic marine species with197

individual body size information. Body size was measured as biomass and data were aggregated by198

year. We included only sampling sites in our analysis, which were surveyed more than once per year199

(52). This decision was based on the rarefaction analysis and Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests to assess the200

impacts of annual sampling effort on species richness (see supplementary Section S1 for more details).201

We collected weekly sea surface temperature (SST) from NOAA’s (National Oceanic and Atmospheric202

Administration) remote sensing database. We used the sum of TSA in our analysis, calculated as203

the weekly sea surface temperature (SST) minus the maximum weekly climatological SST. TSA was204

measured as the number of events when the average difference between weekly SST and the maximum205

weekly climatological was above 1◦C between 1982 and 2019 (41). The distribution of warm-water206

coral reef was obtained from UNEP-WCMC World Fish Centre database (53). The information on207

marine protected areas was obtained from UNEP-WCMC and IUCN Protected Planet database (54).208

The information on human population density was obtained from Gridded Population of the World209

(55). The human population density was quantified as humans/Km2 in a 25-km radius around the210

sampling site (47). Lastly, we used the regression coefficient (k) between log biomass and log of211

average body sizes as a measure of community structure. The higher the values of k, the stronger a212

community is characterized by a top-heavy structure. Because the theoretical power-law exponent (k)213

is constrained to be k < 0 unless predators are on average smaller than their prey (17), we reduced214

the empirically estimated k by 1 to make theoretical and empirical results comparable. We found215

qualitatively similar results if we use the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (ρ) between biomass216

and average body sizes as a measure of community structure. Values closer to ρ = 1 (resp. ρ = −1)217

specify communities closer to a perfect top-heavy (resp. bottom-heavy) structure.218

Theoretical analysis. To carry out our theoretical analysis, we randomly generated food web matri-219

ces of 50 species based on the general niche model (36). Following Ref. (56), we set the connectance of220

each food web given by the function of the number of species as C = S−0.65 (different parameter val-221

ues yield qualitatively similar results). Second, using scaling relationships (37), for each community,222
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we calculated average body sizes for each species i as Mi = PPMR
(T Pi−1+ϵ)
i , where TPi corre-223

sponds to trophic position, PPMRi is the predator-prey body-mass ratio, and a small random noise224

ϵ ∼ N(0, 0.1). The PPMR increases with trophic position based on empirical observations (22, 38),225

so that the maximum predator-prey mass ratio for large consumers ranges around 103 − 104 in each226

community (Fig. 1A) and the size of the smallest fish between 0 and 1 corresponding to empirical227

data. Third, following Refs. (17, 38), we determined the transfer efficiency of each species i based228

on its body size as TEi = sT E · M−0.07
i and community transfer efficiency (TEc) as the average of229

TEi. Fourth, to systematically investigate the effect of energy-transfer efficiency, we varied the scaling230

factor of transfer efficiency sT E ∈ (0, 1)—higher values lead to higher efficiency. Fifth, following Ref.231

(14), we assumed that biomass is a function of average body size in the form Bi = Mki
i , where the232

size-spectra scaling factor is defined as ki = 0.25 + log(TEi)/log(PPMRi). The community scal-233

ing coefficient (kc) was estimated as the slope of the least square regression between log harvested234

biomasses (Bi) and log harvested body sizes (Mi). To theoretically investigate the potential effect of235

protection from harvesting on community structure, we assumed a size-selective harvest of large fish236

species (25). Following Ref. (57), size-selective harvest affects species in two ways; it decreases the237

average body size and reduces the number of individuals. Thus, in each simulation, we set the fraction238

of the community harvested to 50% (different percentages yield qualitatively similar results) and we239

determined the identity of harvested species from the community by randomly sampling where we240

assigned higher probability to larger fish species to be selected. As a next step, we randomly sampled241

the level of harvest for each fished species (ri) from a uniform distribution (U [0.3, 1]), where we set the242

minimum amount of removal at 30%. Then, we resampled the body size distributions (N(M, 0.1M))243

of harvested species by assigning higher probabilities to larger individuals to be selected. Finally, we244

calculated the new mean body sizes and harvested biomass (Bh
i ) for each fished species. The harvested245

community scaling coefficient (kh
c ) was estimated as the slope of the least square regression between246

log harvested biomasses (Bh
i ) and log harvested body sizes (Mh

i ).247

Genuine causal relationship. Following Ref. (30), the subsequent statistical three-step criterion248

needs to be fulfilled in order to establish a genuine causal effect of random variable X on random249

variable Y . (i) X has to be statistically dependent on Y = under a context C (set of additional250

variables). (ii) There must be a potential cause Z of X. This is true if Z and X are statistically251

dependent under context C, there is a variable W and context S1 ⊆ C such that Z and W are252

statistically independent, and W and X are statistically dependent. (iii) There must be a context253

S2 ⊆ C such that variables Z and Y are statistically dependent but statistically independent under254

the context S2 ∪ X. This 3-step criterion assumes that measured variables are affected by mutually255

independent, unknown, random variables.256

Rules of do-calculus. For readers’ convenience, here we write the three rules of do-calculus (30). Let257
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G be a DAG associated with a causal model and let P stand for the probability distribution induced258

by that model. Let GX denote the graph obtained by deleting from G all arrows pointing to nodes259

in X. Likewise, GX denotes the graph obtained by deleting from G all arrows emerging from nodes260

in X. Finally, let Z(W ) denote the set of Z-nodes that are not ancestors of any W -node. For any261

disjoint subset of variables X, Y, Z and W , we have the following three rules. Rule 1 (insertion/deletion262

of observations): P (y|do(x), z, w) = P (y|do(x), w) if (Y ⊥⊥ Z|X, W )G
X

. Rule 2 (action/observation263

exchange): P (y|do(x), do(z), w) = P (y|do(x), z, w) if (Y ⊥⊥ Z|X, W )G
XZ

. Rule 3 (insertion/deletion264

of actions): P (y|do(x), do(z), w) = P (y|do(x), w) if (Y ⊥⊥ Z|X, W )G
X,Z(W )

. Note that ⊥⊥: independent265

and ⊥̸⊥: dependent.266
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Figure 1: Theoretical predictions. Using Metabolic Scaling Theory (see Methods for details),
Panel (A) depicts the distribution of the maximum values of predator-prey mass ratios (PPMR) in
each simulated community. Panel (B) shows how simulated selective harvesting affects the body size
distribution of species. Specifically, selective harvesting is expected to reduce the number of individuals
as well as decrease the average body size. Panel (C) shows that protected marine communities (blue
boxplots) are expected to display stronger top-heavy structures than harvested communities (yellow
boxplots). Community structure is measured by the community size spectra scaling exponent (kc),
and higher values represent stronger top-heavy structures. Similarly, communities with high transfer
efficiency (TEc) display stronger top-heavy structures than communities with low efficiency.
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Figure 2: Global distribution of sampling sites and their attributes under our studied
dataset. We consider only sampling sites (299 sites in total) in our analysis, which were surveyed
more than once per year. Data compiled from the Reef Life Survey database (39) (see Methods for
details). The color of the circles corresponds to the number of species observed at a given site. The
background color corresponds to the thermal stress anomalies (TSA), which are calculated as the sum
of all the values of TSA between 1982 and 2019, at which the average value of TSA was above 1 ◦C.
The black lines show the borders of reported Marine Protected Areas (MPAs under IUCN Category
Ia).
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Variables Conditions G2 test (p-value)
i X=Protection ⊥̸⊥ Y=Structure C = {Human,Coral,TSA} < 10−4

iia Z=Human ⊥̸⊥ X=Protection C={Coral,TSA,Structure} < 10−4

iia.1 Z=Human ⊥⊥ W=TSA S1 = {} 0.579
X=Protection ⊥̸⊥ W=TSA S1 = {} < 10−6

iia.2 Z=Human ⊥⊥ W=Coral S1 = {} 0.174
X=Protection ⊥̸⊥ W=Coral S1 = {} < 10−5

iiia Z=Human ⊥̸⊥ Y=Structure S2 = {Coral,TSA} < 10−3

Z=Human ⊥⊥ Y=Structure S2 = {Coral,TSA}∪ X=Protection 0.434
iib Z=TSA ⊥̸⊥ X=Protection C={Coral,Human,Structure} < 10−8

iib.1 Z=TSA ⊥⊥ W=Human S1 = {} 0.579
X=Protection ⊥̸⊥ W=Human S1 = {} < 10−4

iib.2 Z=TSA ⊥⊥ W=Coral S1 = {} 0.774
X=Protection ⊥̸⊥ W=Coral S1 = {} < 10−5

iiib Z=TSA ⊥̸⊥ Y=Structure S2 = {Coral,Human} < 10−3

Z=TSA ⊥⊥ Y=Structure S2 = {Coral,Human}∪ X=Protection 0.173
iic Z=Coral ⊥̸⊥ X=Protection C={TSA,Human,Structure} < 10−4

iic.1 Z=Coral ⊥⊥ W=Human S1 = {} 0.174
X=Protection ⊥̸⊥ W=Human S1 = {} < 10−4

iic.2 Z=Coral ⊥⊥ W=TSA S1 = {} 0.774
X=Protection ⊥̸⊥ W=Coral S1 = {} < 10−5

iiic Z=Coral ⊥̸⊥ Y=Structure S2 = {TSA,Human} < 10−4

Z=Coral ⊥⊥ Y=Structure S2 = {TSA,Human}∪ X=Protection 0.053

Table 1: Genuine causal relationship between protection from harvesting and community
structure. Following Ref. (30), we test the statsitical 3-step criterion (i-iii) required to infer a genuine
cause-effect relationship, the highest-level of causal inference that can be achieved (see Methods for
details). Note that steps ii and iii have six alternative routes (30, 42). That is, Route 1: i-iia-iia.1-
iiia. Route 2: i-iia-iia.2-iiia. Route 3: i-iib-iib.1-iiib. Route 4: i-iib-iib.2-iiib. Route 5: i-iic-iic.1-iiic.
Route 6: i-iic-iic.2-iiic. The lager the number of routes, the stronger the support. We use G2 test of
independence (58). We reject independency when the p-value > 0.05. ⊥⊥: independent, ⊥̸⊥: dependent
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Figure 3: Distribution of community structures across different marine and geographical
properties. The panels show the empirical distribution of community structures, measured as the
regression coefficient (ke

c) between log average body size and log biomass. Higher values of ke
c represent

stronger top-heavy structures. Density: human density (people per km2) within 25 km radius following
Ref. (40). High and Low categories are Distributions separated by protected communities (MPAs
under IUCN Category Ia) and harvested communities (not MPAs). We transform all quantitative
variables into binary variables based on the median values. That is, values above the median are
translated as V = 1, otherwise V = 0. We refer to V = 1 (resp. V = 0) to high (resp. low) values.
Note that some variables are already binary by definition, such as the presence or absence of MPAs
and coral reefs.
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S1 Sampling effort402

We also showed that results can be dependent on the number of annual sampling events. The seasonal403

variations in fish populations affect population dynamics, which causes temporal changes in composi-404

tion (59). Therefore, we conducted a rarefaction analysis on the entire dataset to assess the effect of405

sampling effort on species richness at a given location and time (year). Figure S1 shows that reliable406

metrics about the communities can be produced only when the sampling effort is more than one time407

per year. Moreover, our rarefaction analysis concluded that increased sampling effort (> 1 per year)408

provides a more reliable description of the composition of communities (number of species: Figure S1,409

abundance of species: Table S1).410
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Supplementary Figure S1: Sampling effort per year and an example of a rarefaction curve.
The grey circles represent communities aggregated in a given location across a year. The majority of
communities were sampled once per year, and only a small fraction of the aggregated communities
were sampled more than once a year (sampling effort > 1). For communities sampled more than once
in a given year, we conducted a rarefaction analysis to estimate the effect of sampling effort on species
richness by resampling communities and then plotting the number of species in each constructed
community against sampling effort (an example shown in the top right panel).
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S2 Supplementary Table411

Distribution 1 Distribution 2 KS test (p-value)
1 Species richness of communities with

SE > 1
Species richness of communities with
SE = 1

< 10−3

2 Species richness of all communities Species richness of communities with
SE = 1

0.9954

3 Species richness of all communities Species richness of communities with
SE > 1

< 10−2

4 Species richness of all communities Species richness of communities with
SE > 2

< 10−5

5 Species richness of communities with
SE > 1

Species richness of communities with
SE > 2

< 10−3

6 Species richness of communities with
SE > 2

Species richness of communities with
SE > 3

0.2219

7 Species richness of communities with
SE > 3

Species richness of communities with
SE > 4

0.6984

Supplementary Table S1: We used the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test to compare the empirical distribu-
tions of species richness across communities with different levels of sampling effort. Two samples are
considered not drawn from the same distribution if the p-values < α, where we set α = 0.05.
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Supplementary Figure S2: Community structure by average predator prey mass ratio
(PPMRc) and transfer efficiency (TEc). Similar to Figure 1 (main text), but here we also
change PPMRc to show that our results are general to wider class of marine communities.
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